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Buccaneers creamsicle uniforms

Walter Iooss Jr./Sports IllustratedIt seems that lately, NFL uniforms have followed the same cycle as seeing the annual release of items such as new cars, mobile phones, sports video games or modern menswear. Relentless over promotion leads to the eventual realization of the truth that the new version is just a little different from something that was already content and familiar. Releasing their new look
On Tuesday, the Buccaneers had a built-in advantage of instant fanfare. Whatever they had demoed the audience would be immediately compared to the bad acid trip that was in their uniforms over the last few seasons-arguably the worst in professional football. However, when they released a hype video revealing its replacement, the immediate reaction to many was, Hey, aren't these just what they wore
before the ugly ones? It was a situation clamoring for an old creamsicle Buccaneers watch. I can't be alone in believing that in this era of unprecedented polarization, the orange and white ascent worn between 1976 and 1996 was the type of trick that could have united us. The Buccaneers' creamsicle uniforms were the perfect flashpoint in NFL history; retrospectively, however, under a modern lens, totally,
in a situation ridiculous. It would be the football equivalent of a live-action Little Mermaid remake of ABC (starring Shaggy!), or the new Sonic the Hedgehog movie. It was something we didn't know we needed, but in hindsight, we're glad to be in our lives. Nostalgia hits are great because they work. I spend an unusual amount of time getting back the old video game systems and cassettes I threw out or sold
in high school. I watch YouTube videos of people opening baseball and Pokemon cards. The Buccaneers' creamsicle uniforms are rising to this level of elementary childhood memory fuel, much more than the muted red and pewter remake that defined the Jon Gruden era that formed the basis of Tuesday's reveal. Imagine Tom Brady taking the field with those old uniforms; orange, which looks more like a
broken hollandaise sauce contrasted with a white white helmet and pants. Imagine kangaroo hats Bruce Arians could pair with the entire ensemble. Imagine their rookie first-round pick, whoever it might be, showing up for their first non-virtual press conference in an orange blazer and red tie. If the Buccaneers wanted to follow the Miami Heat's plan after acquiring the best quarterback in modern NFL history,
they had to take a huge swing. They almost crushed Tampa to comedy. What we got instead was... Fine. It was an iPhone 9.5 (now a text message noise that makes ding! instead of woosh! when you send it!). It was the new J. Crew catalog, which had a small plaid red and navy blue plaid shirt and red slightly less red a year earlier. It was a missed opportunity to heal a nation that is running out of things to
agree, except, of course, for our orange and white sweaters. • Question or comment? Send us talkback@themmqb.com. By Luke Easterling | September 30, 2020 at 8:23 p.m. the Tampa Bay Buccaneers made a much-needed uniform change this offseason, turning back the clock to the more modernized version of the uniforms they wore from 1997 to 2013. Their new quarterback wants them to go even
further. Like, all the way back to the top of the franchise Creamsicle. Tom Brady captured the stunning Tampa sunset on his Instagram, and used the colors in the sky to let his team know that he would love to see the return of the team's original uniforms, which were worn in its first season of 1976 all the way through the 1996 season (via ESPN's Jenna Laine): We can't agree more. The NFL, Tampa Bay
Buccaneers, Tom Brady, Social Media's Josh Freeman and the rest of the Buccaneers will not appear in orange this season.J. Meric/Getty ImagesPoor Bucco Bruce. The original Tampa Bay Buccaneers logo and uniforms, which have been brought back annually to Raymond James Stadium since 2009, do not make their annual appearance this season. The Bucs (0-2) were slated to wear their Creamsicle
throwbacks against the Arizona Cardinals on Sept. 29 as part of the Tampa Bay team's Hispanic Heritage celebration of the week-but thanks to new NFL guidelines that didn't happen in 2013, according to USA Today.The problem actually isn't uniform-Orange Glaze jerseys with red and white trim with white pants-but helmet, and not because of winking pirate sides, either. Under the new NFL
recommendation, players are only allowed to wear one helmet per season, according to the NFL's Head, Neck and Spine Committee and the Player Safety Advisory Panel. The thought process is that one helmet, properly sized and fitted, would provide fewer concussions and other contact-related head injuries. While we regret that our players can't don a Bucco Bruce helmet and traditional orange, red and
white uniforms, simply wasn't an acceptable way to meet the requirements of the new policy of staying true to the spirit of our throwback theme, said Buccaneers Chief Operating Officer Brian Ford on the team's website. We will continue to explore options in the league office by bringing back this fan favorite in future seasons. Painting the Bucs' current pewter helmet white does not work or probably even
look good. The Chicago Bears wore a throwback uniform last week at home against the Minnesota Vikings but simply removed the stylized C logo from the sides of their regular helmets. The Buffalo Bills did the same thing in their home game against the Carolina Panthers, swapping out the current blue buffalo logo for a retro red one of their usual white shells. According to the Tampa Tribune, a league
memo about one helmet player per season went out in August, after the Bucs announced their annual throwback-uniform day the month before. Bill PressNo word yet what the Atlanta Falcons (red instead of black), Washington Redskins (yellow/burgundy) or New England Patriots (white/silver) will make in their recently worn throwback uniforms, which feature unlike colored helmets in their usual get-ups.
TBO.com article also noted that the league recently reached a $765 million settlement regarding concussion-related brain damage among its 18,000 retired players. The NFL also agreed to reimburse the victims, pay for medical examinations and secure investigations. Other preventable steps that have been taken to prevent head injuries are fines and suspensions for helmet-to-helmet hits, including a
recent one-game suspension by Bucs safety Dashon Goldson for his hit with New Orleans Saints running back Darren Sproles in a loss Sunday. The suspension was lifted, but Goldson is still fined $100,000, according to ESPN.com.The decision has some sense-it's a violent game, apparently, and players have been injured because the first ball was kicked out of the day's leather (or no) helmets. But don't
wear different helmets during the season (properly installed, of course) to make less wear and tear than using just one helmet a year, given how physical the modern game is? Granted, players wore just one cover in the earlier days of the NFL and AFL-yet, if you look at some of the examples from that time now resting in the Pro Football Hall of Fame, they are actually cracked or otherwise noticeably
damaged, like Billy Shaw's Bills helmet since the 1960s, according to Hall's website. Helmet technology has gotten noticeably better since then, and while no helmet can ever have 100 percent concussion proof, it just sounds like the NFL is re actively backpedaling faster than the safety cover 2 plan that can happen. Regardless, for the first time since 2008, Bucco Bruce didn't see the field in Florida.Many
argue that just leave him and the former Florida Orange dudds earlier because they mean some of the lowest points in team history, especially the franchise's 0-26 expansion beginning in 1976 and 1977. Of course, the Bucs also made it to the 1979 NFC Championship game wearing those same little ones, so some good things didn't happen in those old orange days. The recommendation is not expected
to filter down to NCAA level, however-so look to Oregon to keep its 500 or so helmet designs. Since the Tampa Bay Buccaneers debuted their current form in 2014, feedback has, um, been mixed. (Calculator numbers. CALCULATOR NUMBERS.) Now, in their soft-orange creamsicle jerseys, when the Bucs originally joined the NFL in 1976? Undeniable classics. With all due respect to the Los Angeles
Chargers' terrible powder blue little shades, pastels get almost enough to play the entire NFL. Now that the Buccaneers have appeared to beat Tom Brady in the contests, there's about a renewed focus on the Bucs' design choices. It's going to be The time we see Brady in uniform, except for the Patriots Navy, and everybody wants the Bucs to get it right. Do you feel it? Yes... It seems to be a broad
consensus, everyone wants creamsicle of the likes of the messages back from Brady's arrival in Florida. Someone even pulled it into Madden to see what it looked like. (And by the way, the Bucs had previously announced plans to publish new uniforms in April. Speculate on!) Some of you asked Brady in that uniform. Here you go. pic.twitter.com/V1lJCSkOfn - Steve Noah (@Steve_OS) March 17, 2020,
when I'm with Brady I insist on creamsicle uniforms - Riley McAtee (@RileyMcAtee) March 17, 2020 Bucs can't get Brady wearing these terrible uniforms. Gotta go back to the creamsicle uniform of - Geoff Schwartz (@geoffschwartz) March 17, 2020 See if Tom Brady is going to Tampa Bay, I'm really not going to need the Bucs to go back to their creamsicle uni's, mmkay? pic.twitter.com/WcHjZ6z0Ix —
Dylan Buckingham (@DylanBuckingham) 1 @goingdeep pic.twitter.com/n23N5TLFPp 7, 2020 When Brady goes to the Bucs, they must bring back creamsicle sweaters pic.twitter.com/g3Ns3l6USY - ManSitChoAzzDown (@AngryManTV) March 17, 2020 God please say the Bucs are not going to make Tom Brady wear creamsicle uniform for one game - Ryan Nanni (@celebrityhottub) March 17, 2020 Let's
hope @Buccaneers come out creamsicle throwback #Brady jersey. Thank you. — Kerry Kavanaugh (@KerryKavanaugh) March 17, 2020 I Love Tom Brady. Outside of Moss, Primetime, Ed Reed, Reggie Bush and Vick he's my favorite football guy. But it said I was a Patriotic fan. But it said wait until you all see me creamsicle TB12 Tampa Bay jersey  Go Pats go! - Kadeem Gaines (@kadeem_gaines)
1 #Creamsicle � 7. @Super70sSports @Buccaneers @TomBrady @Popsicle �  pic.twitter.com/D2yvJsHmvW — Maroon Baboon (@maroon_baboon) 17.
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